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ATC2-ATC8
Alarm unit for anti-theft protection
mobile phones, tablets and laptops
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Purpose and Description
The ATC unit is designed to prevent stealing of all kinds of mobile phones displayed for sale in
shops. Although its primary use is the protection of mobile phones, it can be used equally
successfully for the protection of any other kind of merchandise.
The ATC unit is easy to operate – from connecting phones to ports, replacing sensors and cables
for phones to resetting alarm and reactivating it. Our main focus was on designing an alarm unit
which would be easy and simple for operating.
A salesperson uses a remote control to reset and switch off the siren which sounds in case of
attempted theft or any other malfunction. In order to switch off the siren, a salesperson must
approach the alarm unit display (at a distance of maximum 1m), and point a remote control towards
it.
A remote control requires a salesperson to approach displayed phones and act immediately. After
solving the cause of alarm, the alarm is reactivated, the display is switched off and the alarm unit is
activated again.
In case of multiple incidents, alarms are deactivated one by one, simply by following numbers of
mobile phone positions shown on the display.
The ATC unit is made in two versions: ATC8 – for protecting eight phones and ATC 16 – for
protecting 16 phones.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
POWER SUPPLY

Alternating current 88-264V

Direct current 12V external
POWER CONSUMPTION

Max. 2,1A
WEIGHT

ATC8: Max - 0,8 kg

ATC16: Max. - 1,1 kg
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Alarm unit – Front side
Alarm ports - Places for connecting phones
Depending on the alarm unit, there are 8 (marked 1-8) or 16
(marked 1-16) pmts ofRJ 25 type.
They are used for connecting phones through recoilers to
alann units. The other end of a recoiler is connected through
a sensor to a phone. Dummy connectors are plugged into
empty ports (in case when there are more ports than phones).

Signaling LEDs
Red LED lights indicate different types of malfunction alarm unit malfunction, phone p01ts malfunction, or attempted
thefts of mobile phones. Malfunctions are easily detected.
When all alarm ports are connected to either phones or
dummy connectors, all LEDs are switched off. If a LED light is
on, it indicates an error. The error diagram describes most
common failures and eJTors and provides troubleshooting
procedures.

Manual reset alarm
The button has the same function as a button for deactivating
siTen alarm and resetting alarm unit on a remote control. It is
used
if remote control does not function or if alrmn w1it is easily
accessible. The green LED above the button indicates AC
power supply.
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Alarm unit - Back side
Battery input - C01mector for external source of power
supply (Battery 12V, 7.2 Ah)
A battery is plugged into a connector which provides
battery charging, In case of AC power failure, the battery
automatically provides continuous power supply to alarm
unit and phones. The estimated battery time is 2,5h. When
the AC power supptiy is restored, battery charging will
at1tomatically begin.

Display -Connector for display
It is used for connecting display which is in the immediate
proximity of alann unit. The display is put in a visible and
easily accessible area, so that a sales assistant can
operate the system effectively in case of alarm,
The maximum of four alam1units can be connected to one
display.

Relay output
This alarm unit output is used for integration of and
monitoring from Visual Web System.

Output switches
Switches (1-8 or 1-16) in upper position indicate that
appropriate alarm ports have been activated. When
activated, phones are charged and protected from theft.

Integrisani Sistemi Zaštite

